


This artifact is a collaboration of information from many websites and utilizes software 
developed by the OSx86 community and specifically “Tonymacx86” utilities that will allow Mac 

OS X to be installed on the hardware listed below in this tutorial.
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Introduction
This guide is a tutorial to creating your own “hackintosh” and is a resource affiliated with 
comosus, a blog on using the hackintosh as a server for media streaming across multiple 
operating systems, and the hackintosh’s larger significance as a whole. 

There are two main parts of this tutorial which deal with the hack itself: first, setting up the 
hardware (BIOS) in order to install the Macintosh OS, and secondly, installing drivers and Kexts 
to give your hackintosh full functionality.

The “pre-hack” section below is a brief address to your choice of hardware. Our tutorial is based 
on the hardware that we chose (but addresses necessary adjustments should you use different 
hardware), but if you choose different hardware you will definitely want to reference outside 
sources to make sure you choose compatible hardware.  The resources necessary are listed below 
in that selection. 

Lastly, this tutorial expects you to have a moderate level of technical understanding; however it 
does use lingo specifically associated with Macintosh and creating a Hackintosh, which will be 
defined on an external sheet for your convenience. If you do not understand terms or processes 
that we do not define, my best recommendation would be to reference the blog, or other 
hackintosh pages like Tony Mac’s Blog.  If all else fails, try Google. 
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Disclaimer
Keep in mind that the legality of building a Hackintosh is a little grey. It may be legal to install a 
legal copy of OSX! on your new Hackintosh as long as you wipe it from any other machines or 

buy an independent License. There are other, less legal methods of getting a pre-patched copy of 
OSX86, but we are obligated not to go into detail there. The content on this tutorial is for 

instructional purposes only. We are not liable to any damage or hardware misconfiguration on 
the reader’s part due to any suggestion or tutorials on this Wordpress domain and this document. 

If you don't know what we are talking about and/or are not willing to take risks, you probably 
should not bother trying to put together a Hackintosh.

Benefits of Constructing a Hackintosh

• Hackintosh are versitle in hardware; it is easy to upgrade and superceed what hardware 
Apple offers for their desktops.

• Hackintosh installs are pretty stable. They are nothing compared to OS X running native 
on Apple hardware, but compatibility is alwasy growing, even faster than Apple’s 
macbook pro line. There are custom drivers online and a huge hackintosh community for 
resources.

• Relative to Apple’s desktop computers, a hackintosh is hands down the best “bang for the 
buck.” It is substantially cheaper to build a hackintosh with hardware specifications 
comparative to the Mac Pro and iMac line for a fraction of the Apple’s costs.

• As an benifical implication of building a hackintosh, hacking will promote Apple to be 
more competative in pricing their hardware along with reduce the brand value that has 
robbed many Apple customers. 

What is Hacking?

The term “hackintosh” declares the status of installing a Macintosh operating system 
on unprivileged hardware as a hack.  A hack is modifying something in order for it to function in 
a manner that it was not originally intended or in other words, repurposing technology. Ideally, 
this function would be an improvement of functionality, though this is not a necessity. The term 
“hacker” first arose, when MIT students self labeled themselves such and their story is told by 
Steven Levy in Hackers: Heroes of the Computer Revolution. The importance of such early 
hackers comes in their establishment of many trends and themes related to the hacker ideology.

First, the above definition itself was established by the college students, when they ran various 
tests and experimentations on the IBM predecessors to computers. For example they wrote 
“code”(in a little bit different format than what we would now think of as software) to make one 
of these IBM mechanism into a calculator…a million dollar calculator, which relates to the 
above statement that hacking does not necessarily constitute and improvement on the original 
device. Over and over, Steven Levy points out that the hackers were not interested in using the 



IBM machines in the traditional manner, but rather he states they were more focused on the inner 
workings of the machine and understanding how it works and how programming works. This 
whole idea of using an object outside its intended use directly applies to the project, as 
Macintosh OSX was not intended to be installed on PC hardware (which is essentially non-
Mac declared hardware, though the hardware differences are minimal). In building a hackintosh, 
we are modifying the settings of the hardware (analogous to the “inner workings” of the IBM) 
and using Kexts and drivers (analogous to the “programming” of the hackers) to allow the OS to 
function properly.

Another idea principle to the ideology of hacking and this project is the tendency towards 
rebellion, which may be intermixed with the above theme, in that hackers reject the given 
function of a device and institute their own. However, this is rebellion against the norm or the 
standard way of doing things, and more specifically, in the case of the hackers and our own 
project, rebellion against the corporation or business. The hackers were insistent on disregarding 
the rules that IBM established regarding the protocols of use of their IBM computers. Often to 
their own dismay, the hackers proceeded to do whatever they so desired, apparently without ever 
considering the consequences of their hacking. One of the main reasons that we are interested in 
the idea of the hackintosh is that we despise the controlling, closed manipulations of Apple. This 
also ties into another principle of hackers that is not specifically addressed by Steven levy, which 
is the belief in the free flow of information, which Apple fights endlessly. Apple tends to keep 
their software and products very protected and inaccessible to users, and wisely so, it allows 
them to make millions on things like the app store and just their products (macbooks, ipods, 
iphones, ipads, etc.), but in a way it also limits their capabilities, namely hardware limitations on 
their personal computers.

Also, it seems crucial to mention a principle of hackers that is only briefly addressed by Levy, 
and that is the lower importance of the law in limiting choices that hackers make. Typically, 
citizens abide by most of the laws of this country, whether they are local, state or federal, with 
perhaps a few exceptions, such as speeding. This is not to say that hackers disregard the law, as 
they still must consider the consequences of their actions, but more often than not, they do not let  
law limit the progress of technology, or even just progress itself. Evidently, many principles 
connect to one another,r and this is no exception. Hackers believe in the free flow of information, 
and while sharing (downloading, uploading) music or other media is illegal, hackers do not let 
this limit their widely successful endeavors to do so.  Though the motives here might not be so 
remarkable, the principle still holds. (For a more comprehensive understanding of the legality of 
this project, you should visit comosus and read the section on legality).

Lastly, an essential part of hacking is that it takes older technology or materials and re-purposes 
them into newer functioning things. This idea of repurposing is presented by the character, 
Rubin, in William Gibson’s short story, “The Winter Market.” Rubin is a friend of the protagonist 
who has an odd hobby of being an artist who takes old pieces of technology that other people 
consider junk and “repurposes” it to make something useful or aesthetic at the least, thus 
inheriting the title ‘Master of Junk.” He also makes a statement about how many people of the 
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society in the story live “by the manual” and many do not. He did not say that one was better 
than the other—rather, he just mentioned that the two types of people exist. Thus, taking various 
pieces of hardware and repurposing them into a hackintosh is a way to go against the “manual”.

This tutorial for building your own hackintosh reflects many themes of hacker culture as well.  
For example, the artifact is an embodiment of the Hacker Ethic, as described in Steven Levy’s 
“Hackers”.  Point #1 of the Hacker Ethic states that “access to computers—and anything which 
might teach you something about the way the world works—should be unlimited and total.  
Always yield to the Hands-On Imperative!” (Levy 40).  The tutorial is a way to spread 
knowledge and information about the world of the hackintosh.  It is a relatively simple, step-by-
step guide to creating your own hackintosh, which describes a build that embodies the ‘hands-
on’ initiative explained in the Hacker Ethic.  Point #2 is that “all information should be 
free” (Levy 40).  This tutorial, which is posted up on the blog, is free to anyone with access to 
the Internet (which, in this day and age, is a huge percentage of people).   The third and last point 
is to “mistrust authority—promote decentralization” (Levy 41).  The hack in and of itself is sort 
of a way of thumbing your nose at Apple and its restrictive policies in terms of the limits in uses 
for its products.  By building a hackintosh (and distributing a step-by-step tutorial that allows 
others to do the same), we show our disapproval of the inaccessibility and protected nature of 
Apple’s products.

Apple has shown great success in the past in its Macintosh, iPods, and other iconic Apple 
products.  In a way, this is what has allowed it to get away with putting such limits on its 
products, such as creating apps that only works on Apple products. The success of the original 
product, such as the iPhone, leads to success in iPhone-based products, such as apps, because the 
apps are only available for the iPhone.  This may be a genius move from a marketing 
perspective, but it is restrictive from a societal perspective. Another thing that has allowed it to 
get away with these limitations is what Elizabeth Anne Moore calls ‘lovemarks’ in her piece 
Unmarketable (Moore 22).  Lovemarks are advertisements’ way of reaching beyond reason into 
emotion.  Brands and trademarks now no longer simply represent the product—they are “marks 
of trust and quality” (Moore 23).  By playing off people’s emotions, people develop a much more 
loyal, albeit it more unreasonable, connection to the product.  This has allowed Apple to exploit 
its customers, as it continues to create products that are incompatible with anything that is not 
Apple. This tutorial allows people to sidestep this trap, by allowing people to continue their use 
of Apple products, but on their own terms’, not on Apple’s terms.

In summary, though the construction of hackintoshes may be a relatively new phenomenon in the 
computing world, the idea of repurposing technology through hacking has been present ever 
since computers have existed.  Hackers, Unmarketable, and “The Winter Market” all provide 
insight into what it means to be hacker. They also explain how the example of a hackintosh 
presented in this tutorial is classified in this category of hacking. Hackintoshes serve as another 
link in the chain of the history of hacking and repurposing technology.



[Pre-Hack] Hardware:
[Section 1] This tutorial is a guide for the following hardware:

Motherboard: Gigabyte GA-P55-USB3 (rev 2.0 F8 BIOS)

Video Card: XFX ATI 5770 1GB ram

Processor: LGA 1156 i7-870 2.98 Ghz

Other:

• Any power supply >400 watts
• any ONE hard drive SDD or not, but defiantly SATA --additional hard drives can be 

added after installation of OSX
• 4GB of Memory --additional ram can be added after installing the OS and updating

[Section 2] A Note about Hardware
Above in bold are the bare bones you will need to make your own iPC. Specifically for Gigabyte 
P55 boards, consider the following when shopping: Many Gigabyte GA-P55 series are common 
in nature only differing on number of USB ports, availability of inbuilt eSATA port(s), and (large 
factor) audio chip set. The audio chip set is the most significant difference in the sense Gigabyte! 
P55 motherboard line because thus far, it has been the most difficult to set up the audio properly 
(this board is using Realtek ALC892 codec). However, a Gigabyte board is recommended over a 
ATX or any other manufacturer for building a Hackintosh, though that is not to say that MSI, 
ASUS, and Intel boards do not work. If you plan to diverge from the specific hardware listed 
above, reference your hardware to Wiki OSx86 database which consists of prior tested and 
known-to-work hardware with Mac OSX. Cross reference your preferred hardware with the wiki 
list then continue to google tutorials specific to the hardware to get a better idea of which drivers 
and procedures to be mindful of. To install OSX and get the hardware running requires a bit of 
trial and error, and in the following tutorial, it isn’t too hard to sway off course to suit your 
hardware specifications. It is impossible to write detailed instructions for every possible 
hardware configuration that constitutes many different PC’s, but it is possible to provide you 
with a general outline and suggestions, which you can then adjust to your custom build.

Regarding smart video card selection, we prefer the XFX ATI 5770 because a) It works out of the 
box on Mac Snow Leopard.  There is reasoning behind this phenomenon. b) It is an economical 
great deal for the performance output and specifications it provides. The reason this card works 
so well is due to its manufactured type factor. In a sense, it is more or less a reference card. When 
a GPU vendor like ATI or nVidia creates a new graphics processor, they create hardware to test it 
on, even if they themselves are only selling the processors to the graphics card vendors, and not 
building cards themselves. They build what is called a reference design, both for internal testing, 
and as a guideline for graphics card manufacturers like XFX, MSI, and others to follow if they 
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wish. Usually graphics card manufacturers tweak the design to ensure differences between their 
competitors and helps promote their specific type.  If you take a look around, there is not much 
of a diverse market in the Apple graphics card selection. That is primarily due to Apple’s 
preference to reliable reference designs of ATI (or in Newer Macs Nvidia). So the key in 
choosing a reliable video card that will work with Mac OSX is to identify what the reference 
card physically looks like specifically to the desired model, IE what does the ATI 5770 Reference 
card look like and how do you know?  One easy step is to see if Apple is selling the specific 
video card model on their website which indicates the card is most likely going to be natively 
supported by the OS and has good trouble shooting options. Turns out they are selling the ATI 
5770, that too for $250! So with this information and a bit of googling what a reference design 
ATI 5770 looks like, we know roughly what we are looking for:

• A card that does not have a mid-mounted fan, rather has a “squirrel cage fan.”

• An AMD logo near the PCIe slot. Not all reference models have them but most do. 

• PCIe Power Slot on the 5770 reference cards are on the front edge (or the back edge opposite 
of the video ports). This cannot be seen from Apple’s picture of the card but take my word for 
it. 

• Reference design has 2 crossfire connectors. 

The number of reference-design cards in production is getting smaller, unfortunately. Diamond is 
one of few companies that consistently sells reference design cards across most of theATI 5xxx 
product line, though Diamond cards are not the only option. As you can see, a similar design to 
the reference design still gets the job done, like our XFX ATI 5770. Now knowing a little about 
the potential and smart shopping tips of hackintosh hardware, you can begin gathering the 
materials, softwares and files you’ll need beforehand to prepare for the installation:

http://store.apple.com/us/product/MC742ZM/A?mco=MTY3ODQ5OTY
http://store.apple.com/us/product/MC742ZM/A?mco=MTY3ODQ5OTY


[Section 3] Materials you will need:
• "1GB Flash Drive or a Blank writeable CD
• OSX Server Edition (10.6.3 or later) (or Snow Leopard 10.6.3 or later) Retail DVD. This 

is a PURCHASED product, illegal internet copies are considered theft, and theft is 
different than hacking.

• Ethernet cable and Internet access

Software and Files You will need: [Package.zip]

***NOTE: Wordpress does not allow sharing of .zip files. Right click the link 
“Package.zip” >> save as.. >> destination. Then change the extension of the file 
downloaded-- from .jpg to .zip. Extract at your leisure. 

• MultiBeast Tools
• custom DSDT! GA-P55-USB3 (rev 2.0) F8**  [Database]
• OSx86 Tools Utility
• KextBeast
• iBoot Utility
• Lnx2Mac's Realtek RTL81xx Driver 0.0.67 beta
• Mac OSX Snow Leopard Server 10.6.6 Combo Update Package or Mac OSX Snow 

Leopard 10.6.6 Combo Update Package
• Motherboard Manual (for specific hardware specs)

**This file may not be needed, we experienced slight issues with this file for the audio’s 
functionality. In theory, the DSDT should have been edited to enable adequate functional internal 
audio support, but it seemed something went awry. Later, there will be an explanation of one 
alternative non-DSDT method of going about incorporating peripheral I/O.
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[Part One] Preparing the hardware for OS X 
Installation:
[Section 1] Setting up The BIOS
You will need to know the hotkey to launch into the BIOS settings blue screen when you boot 
your machine (usually the “Delete” key, but it might also be F10). It is usually shown for a few 
seconds while booting, but it should be also in the motherboard manual. Shown below are 
pictures of the BIOS setting as they “could be” to ensure the system recognizes the way the the 
operating system needs to interacts with the hardware.! It may be beneficial to disable some 
“extra” features like USB 3.0 turbo mode and eXtreme Hard drive mode until the operating 
system has been successfully installed. Then, they can be enabled one by one with appropriate 
Kext if need be. Remember, many PC hardware features and peripherals are NOT natively 
supported by Mac OSX. This is the hardest part of the installation and much of it may be trial 
and error to get the settings just right. However, there are important universal settings that need 
to be enabled for any motherboard.

• The SATA control Mode needs to be set to ACHI
• SATA/IDE control Mode also needs to be set to ACHI
• Under Power management, set ACPI Suspend Type settings to S3 (STR)
• Set the boot order in the following priority:

1. Flash/USB
2. CD
3. Hard drive

• It may be to your benefit to set warnings for high CPU temperatures in case you are 
thinking of over clocking your system. Over clocking will not be discussed directly in 
this!tutorial!but will be available in the future on the blog where this tutorial 
was!originally!hosted.



[Section 1] Setting up The BIOS (continued...)

 



[Section 2] Setting up your USB Boot loader 
and Installing OSX
iBoot is a bootable-boot-loader from a CD or flash drive. Rather being dependent on the PC 
motherboard to boot from the retail DVD which is only compatible with Mac Hardware, iBoot 
allows the PC to recognize and boot into the installation of the retail install disk. This method 
shows burning iBoot’s image onto a flash drive, however you can easily burn the .DMG image to 
a blank CD and boot from that instead.

1.  After obtaining the iBoot DMG, mount it on a flash drive:
1. Open the DMG (mount it) in Finder.
2. Open Disk Utility and Plug in the Flash drive. Make sure the FLash drive is seen 

by Disk Utility
3. Select the Flash drive and highlight the restore tab on the top button menu.
4. Drag the iBoot image on the side panel to the “source” input line.
5. Drag the Flash Drive mount on the “destination” input line.
6. Select erase destination and then proceed to restore.



• Once the iBoot Flash drive has been made, plug it into a USB port and boot into it. (turn on 
the PC with the USB attached)

• iBoot Boot loader will show. Remove the CD (if you burned iBoot onto a blank CD) and 
insert the retail OSX DVD

 



1. Give it a minute, the DVD retail disk will appear and then you will be able to select the 
option to boot into it.



2. The installation should initiate. Follow the procedure till it prompts where which hard 
drive to install the Operating system to. Then go to “Utilities” menu on the top of the 
screen

 



3. Click disk utility and then highlight the desire hard drive. In this Utility you will easily be 
able to partition the drive if you want, and format the drive to an acceptable Mac OS 
journaled format for OSX. We suggest partitioning the Drive into minimum of two 
partitions, one dedicated for the OS and the other for data. If in the future you need to 
reinstall the OS, you can preserve your raw data on the other partition. The Server 
addition of OSX will require at least 12 GB of Hard Disk space, though allotting at least 
30 GB or more would be a good idea (it allows for additional space required for future 
installed software like Adobe suites, Pro Logic. etc.).



4. Once the Disk partition(s) is formatted to “Mac OS Journaled”, click done and proceed to 
install the OS in the desired partition.

5. Follow the steps on the screen and you will most likely successfully install OSX on your 
PC. The computer will reboot to an OSX initiation of settings stage where your user 
account will be created and preferences will be saved along with your administrative 
password.

6. Make sure you are connected to the internet, for some reason it becomes more confusing 
and difficult setting up internet if it isn’t automated during preference setup. The “Setting 
up stage” will require registration with Apple.

7. At this point, you will still be depending on the iBoot bootloader, therefore keep the flash 
drive or CD that you mounted iBoot on inserted. Booting into the OS now requires 
selecting the Hard drive you installed OSX on. The next part titled; “Configuring Drivers 
and Kext for your Hackintosh” will show you ways to rid of your iBoot loader 
dependence.

 



8.  Next, update your system to the latest Snow leopard version. The retail disk usually 
installs 10.6.3, which does not fully support many recent video cards with appropriate 
video drivers. Open and run Mac OSX Snow Leopard Server 10.6.6 Combo Update 
Package or Mac OSX Snow Leopard 10.6.6 Combo Update Package respective to your 
OSX version.

After Updating your OS, DO NOT REBOOT AS IT ASKS YOU TO. 
PROCEED TO THE NEXT SECTION TO CONFIGURE 

DRIVERS AND KEXT FOR YOUR HACKINTOSH.



[Part Two] Configuring Drivers and Kext for 
your Hackintosh:

A few notes on drivers before we begin:

• These procedures are intended for the hardware purchased on this specific build. 
However, it is not hard adjust from these instructions to fit specific needs of other 
hardware .

! This tutorial explains how to install drivers as a two section process. First 
install the DSDT.aml, backup Kext, and then install peripheral drivers.

• Have!accessible!the User DSDT file from above and especially MultiBeast Tools (Latest 
version)

 [Section 1] Installing a DSDT.aml
1. Open Multi Beast tools and proceed to the “Custom Install [Hard drive Name]” section in 

the installation.
2.  If you want to use the custom edited DSDT file which is motherboard specific, follow 

Step A. If your mother board is not listed under user edited DSDT in the database, and 
you are too inexperienced to edit your own, try the EasyBeast DSDT solution (Step B). 
Also try the Easy Beast method if you choose to enable your hardware through Kext 
driver.
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A: Drag and copy the User DSDT file to your desktop. This is the default directory MultiBeast 
scans to install the user DSDT. 

NOTE: “UserDSDT” is a solution for those who have a pre-edited DSDT on the desktop with 
an .aml extension. This package Installs your DSDT as DSDT.aml, Chameleon 2.0 RC5 r699, 
fakesmc, 32-Bit com.apple.boot.plist, MacPro3,1 smbios.plist and tonymacx86 Remixed 
theme.! The system will be bootable from the hard drive and ready for sleep with all hardware 
recognized in System Profiler.! Does not include: any Network or Sound drivers or Graphics 
support besides Chameleon GraphicsEnabler.! Install with System Utilities tasks.



• Then open MultiBeast tools and select “UserDSDT Install.”

 



B: Open MultiBeast tools and select “Easy Beast Install”

NOTE: EasyBeast is a DSDT-free solution for Core, Core 2 or Core i systems. It installs all of 
the essentials to allow your system to boot from the hard drive. Does not include any Network 
or Sound drivers or Graphics support besides Chameleon GraphicsEnabler. Includes Chameleon 
2.0 RC5 r699, fakesmc, LegacyAppleRTC, EvOreboot, JMicron36xATA, 
JMicron36xSATA, NullCPUPowerManagement, USB Rollback, tonymacx86 Remixed 
theme, 32-Bit com.apple.boot.plist, and MacPro3,1 smbios.plist.



1. In the same section of the installation, direct your selection to Drivers and Bootloaders 
>> Kext and enablers >> Miscellaneous! >> IOUSBFamily Rollback. (without this, 
you may get a kernel panic with USB connected devices when booting into OSX)

 



2. Finish installation then proceed to reboot your computer.
3. After the Reboot, open OSx86 Tools Utility. Click “Back up Extensions” and save the 

backup in a safe directory on your hard drive. Then Click “Back up Kernel” and save that 
too the same safe directory on your hard drive.! If anything goes wrong in the next steps, 
you will be able to restore your old Kext and Kernel from these files using OSx86 Tools 
Utility.



[Section 2] Installing Peripheral Kext and Drivers

1. Open MultiBeast Tools.
2. Proceed to the “Custom Install [Hard drive Name]” section in the installation. Here are 

some tips for specific peripheral hardware drivers.  

Audio Kext: select Drivers and Bootloaders >> Kext and enablers >> Audio >> Realtek 
ALC8xx >> AppleHDA Rollback. Then select... (A - C)
A:  For users who have installed a custom DSDT.aml installed, select ...Audio >> Realtek 
ALC8xx >> ALC8xxHDA. This kext should work for Realtek ALC888, ALC887/888b, 
ALC889, ALC885/889a or ALC892 high-definition audio codecs.

 



B:  For users who have chosen the Easy Beast Install, select ...Audio >> Realtek ALC8xx >> 
ALC8xxHDA, and then also select ..Audio >> Realtek ALC8xx >> Non-DSDT HDAEnabler >> 
ALC882 (chip set specific).



C:  For users who are experiencing problems in both methods, try installing universal codecs for 
intel’s HDA codecs. Select ...Audio >> Universal >> VoodooHDA 0.2.72
NOTE:  Audio drivers can sometimes be the most difficult aspect to configure as desired. 
There is a lot of trial and error in the part of the installation, some kext work some don’t and 
some need custom editing. This is the reason kext were backed up in the previous step. If some 
kext don’t work out or make your system unstable, restore the kext to previous configuration. 
Just Open OSx86 Tools and click “Restore” then select the backed up Kext folder.

 



1. Network: The card should be up and running out of the box, however, in case there 
are issues, you can fix them with the following recommendation.
" For ethernet drivers, you can take advantage of Lnx2Mac’s installer. Though you 

can do this through Multi Beast’s installer, download the latest version from his 
official blog instead. The version used for this tutorial was Lnx2Mac's Realtek 
RTL81xx Driver 0.0.67 beta.



1. Peripherial Ports: These are usually the least stable fixes for built-in mother board 
ports. After updating to 10.6.5 or later, you can attempt to use multibeast to enable 
eSATA ports and USB 3.0 ports to work on your machine. There are kext for that, though 
in their initial stages. For kext found on the web, use Kext Helper b7 to install kext 
appropriately. Use Multibeast to install Kext Helper b7 and just drag the desire kext over 
the Kext Helper b7 application icon on the dock, type in administrative password when 
prompted and presto, it installs. Reboot the computer and asses the success of your 
drivers.

 



[Appendix] 
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Kernel: This is essentially a bridge between applications and the actual data processing done at 
the hardware level. It is operating system specific, a method in which software interacts with the 
the hardware. Mac OS X is based on Darwin, which uses a hybrid kernel called XNU, which was 
created combining the 4.3BSD kernel and the Mach kernel which is located in the root of your 
hard drive (/) and is named “mach_kernel” by default. If you have a vanilla based system then 
replacing the kernel is most likely not necessary, however if you have an AMD or SSE3 
incapable processor then a patched kernel will likely be required. 

[Reference Tag 1, 2]

Kext (AKA Kernel extensions): These are drivers, ‘files’ with a “.kext” extension that are part 
of Mac’s operating system to allow support of extra hardware. They are generally installed to the 
system directory: /System/Library/Extensions/.kext  In the case of OSx86, kext ‘files’ can be 
modified and replace apple’s original drivers that are optimized for use on PC hardware. In 
reality, .kext file extention is not a file type so to speak, but instead a directory of files and 
subfolders which together create a working kernel extension. You can right click on any .kext file 
and “show package contents” to see for yourself. These directories are programmed with specific 
Device ID’s, but can be manipulated to be compatible with other devices.  A great tool for 
identifying hardware device ID’s is “DPCIManager.” Some kext packages use the "device-id" of 
devices attached to the PCI bus to decide whether to initiate and whether to tweak their behavior 
depending on the specific device. This method allows few native apple kext drivers to be tricked 
into believing that you have hardware that is used by Apple and thus enjoying support from 
Apple's drivers. Use the following 9 main steps to patch a kext for your device with its device 
ID if your device is old hardware or hardware that lacks a custom kext already developed in the 
internet. Common hardware like popular sound and video cards already have pre-made kext that 
can easily be downloaded from the internet with a light bit of searching, or one can make use of 
Multibeast - the ultimate post installation OSx86 utility. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kernel_(computing)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kernel_(computing)
http://ihackintosh.blogspot.com/2008/12/what-is-kext-kernel-dsdt-smc-rtc-efi.html
http://ihackintosh.blogspot.com/2008/12/what-is-kext-kernel-dsdt-smc-rtc-efi.html


# For Custom Device ID Hacks:

Step 1: Find the Device ID via DPCIManager

Step 2: Start Terminal. Found in ~/Applications/Utilities

Step 3: Login as root.

# sudo -s

# enter administrator password

Step 4: Enter the Target Directory of kext. For example here we are entering the 
contents of a sub-directory PlugIns of a kext within. 

/System/Library/Extensions/[kext name].kext/Contents/PlugIns/[Kext name].kext/
Contents

Step 5: Change Permissions. This is a typical patch to a PlugIn in which you edit the 
contents of the Info.plist file.

# chmod 644 Info.plist

Step 6: Edit your patch file. With this, you can edit the patch file, but changes only take 
effect when you save the file.  

# nano Info.plist

Step 7: Insert your Device ID. This is the tricky part. Depending on how you need to 
edit your specific kext, scroll down until you see <key>Device Name</key> in the text 
file. The Device Name here should be a human-readable device description, like "Intel 
ICH6 Audio" or "Realtek 81xx Ethernet". The kext you are manipulating, or the tutorial 
you are following should indicate which Device Name to look for. You will see a part 
below this that resembles in description <string>0xABCD0EFF</string>. This is the 
PNP ID string. Multiple IDs can appear between the <string> and </string> separated 
by a space. Enter yours in between <string>[here]</string>. Generally speaking, listing 
your PNP ID first in this region is the way to go.

Step 8: Save changes. If you are confident, press Ctrl + O to save changes. 

Step 9: Open terminal and execute these commands in order to respectively clean your 
extension cache and then setup file permissions. Reboot your computer. 

rm /System/Library/Extensions.kextcache

rm /System/Library/Extensions.mkext

 



chown -R 0:0 /System/Library/Extensions/[Kext name].kext

chmod -R 755 /System/Library/Extensions/[Kext name].kext

kextcache -k /System/Library/Extensions

! Installing Pre-hacked Kext with software (Easy Method) 

First when you have found your desired .kext, save it to a known, safe directory on your 
hard-drive. Use Multibeast to install Kext Helper b7 (or install any other easy kext 
installation apps, there are many, even OSx86 tools will do the trick) and just drag the 
desire kext over the Kext Helper b7 application icon on the dock, type in  your 
administrative password when prompted and presto, it installs. Reboot the computer and 
asses the success of your drivers.

Good resources to find custom kext:

kexts.com

MultiBeast tools

Insanelymac (use the search feature to brows forums)

[Reference Tag 1, 2]

Vanilla Install: A vanilla compatible system is a PC capable of running Mac OS X with minimal 
modifications for example, there is no need for a patched kernel and the system is tolerable 
natively with Apple software updates. Traditionally, vanilla compatible systems are ones that 
have core duo processors or later generation of intel CPU chipset I.E iCore processors, Xenon, 
iCore mobile, etc. The installation method in a vanilla compatible system is much easier than 
other methods due to the fact is is able to install directly from a retail install DVD from Apple. 
All that is needed is a custom boot loader such as iBoot to read the DVD and some BIOS 
configurations to have a vanilla install.

[Reference Tag 1]

Distro Discs: These are essentially patched pirated distributions of OS X DVDs. Tampering with  
Apple’s retail disk is illegal which definately violates apple’s intellectual property and therefore 
these DVDs are generally found on illegal pirating torrent sites or webpages. iPC, Leo4All, 
Kalyway, and Hazard are few of the popular “distro” titles. The benefit of these DVDs verses a 
vanilla retail installation is that they come with many ready install kext options available and a 
pre-patched kernel to work with AMD and non-traditionally supported Intel chips. Though, they 
may work with older PC hardware, it is much more difficult and tedious to install OS X with 
these retail disks.

http://www.kexts.com/
http://www.kexts.com/
http://www.insanelymac.com/
http://www.insanelymac.com/
http://wiki.osx86project.org/wiki/index.php/Hardware_.kext_Patching_List
http://wiki.osx86project.org/wiki/index.php/Hardware_.kext_Patching_List
http://ihackintosh.blogspot.com/2008/12/what-is-kext-kernel-dsdt-smc-rtc-efi.html
http://ihackintosh.blogspot.com/2008/12/what-is-kext-kernel-dsdt-smc-rtc-efi.html
http://ihackintosh.blogspot.com/2008/12/what-is-kext-kernel-dsdt-smc-rtc-efi.html
http://ihackintosh.blogspot.com/2008/12/what-is-kext-kernel-dsdt-smc-rtc-efi.html


ACPI: This is short for Advanced Configuration and Power Interface, a power management 
specification developed by Intel, Microsoft, and Toshiba. ACPI enables the operating system to 
control the amount of power given to each device attached to the computer. With ACPI, the 
operating system can turn off peripheral devices, such as a CD-ROM players, when they're not in 
use.

[Reference 1]

DSDT: The Differentiated System Description Table is the main table in the ACPI part of a 
computer's BIOS. The Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI) defines a large 
number of tables that provide the interface between an ACPI-compliant operating system like OS 
X and system firmware. These allow instructions of system hardware in a platform-independent 
manner in ACPI Machine Language (AML, the extension of a DSDT file). The problem is that 
OS X has an incomplete ACPI implementation which supports only a subset of DSDT. 
Modifying the DSDT allows the user to better support their tertiary hardware. For example, 
fixing Time Machine and the UUID 35 error is possible after modifying the DSDT. To patch your 
DSDT, you must either use a new table file that someone else has provided, or extract and 
modify your own. Once a DSDT has been modified, the boot loader has to be configured to use 
the new DSDT file instead of the BIOS. On a few motherboards it is also possible to replace the 
BIOS with an updated BIOS with a patched DSDT. There are databases available for pre-patched 
DSDT files like tonymac’s DSDT database. 

[Reference Tag 1, 2]

EFI String: The Extensible Firmware Interface (EFI) is a set of interfaces that defines how 
software will interface with future firmware. EFI is an alternative to patching kernel extension 
files (.kext) to make OSX recognize your device. Another alternative is patching DSDT in bios 
or a patched dsdt.aml which is loaded by the bootloader. The idea is to simple add an EFI-String 
(hex string) of your device to /Library/Preferences/SystemConfiguration/com.apple.boot.plist 
and the device will be recognized when the computer boots. Generally EFI strings are used to 
enable full support of video cards. The easiest method in inserting a custom EFI string to the 
apple.boot.plist is using OSx86 tools, making use of the “Add EFI String/ Boot Flag” feature. 
There, you can find pre made hex strings ready to insert, and/or a text area to enter your own. 

[Reference Tag 1, 2]

BIOS: The BIOS software is built into the motherboard of the system and it is the first code run 
by a PC when powered on (AKA boot firmware). The primary function of the BIOS is to 
eventually load and start an operating system. When the PC starts up, the first job for the BIOS is 
to initialize and identify system devices such as the video display card, keyboard and mouse, 
hard disk, CD/DVD drive and other hardware. The BIOS then locates software held on a 
peripheral device such as a hard disk or a CD, and loads and executes that software, giving it 
control of the PC thereby enabling it to be detected by the operating system. Usually to access 
configuration to the BIOS, one can trigger it by a hot key designated by the motherboard while 
the computer boots.

 

http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/A/ACPI.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/A/ACPI.html
http://livepage.apple.com/
http://livepage.apple.com/
http://www.tonymacx86.com/dsdt.php
http://www.tonymacx86.com/dsdt.php
http://wiki.osx86project.org/wiki/index.php/DSDT
http://wiki.osx86project.org/wiki/index.php/DSDT
http://wiki.osx86project.org/wiki/index.php/EFI
http://wiki.osx86project.org/wiki/index.php/EFI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkukrnZoHQk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkukrnZoHQk
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AHCI: The Advanced Host Controller Interface (AHCI) specification describes the register-level 
interface for a host controller for Serial ATA. The specification includes a description of the 
hardware/software interface between system software and the host controller hardware.  AHCI 
gives software developers and hardware designers a standard method for detecting, configuring, 
and programming SATA/AHCI adapters. AHCI is separate from the SATA 3Gb/s standard, 
although it exposes SATA's advanced capabilities (such as hot swapping and native command 
queuing) such that host systems can utilize them. For Mac OS X to run on PC, AHCI needs to be 
enabled via BIOS settings. 

[Reference Tag 1, 2]

Bootloader: The boot loader typically loads the main operating system for the computer. There 
are many different boot loaders available specifically designed for the hackintosh project to 
enable booting into the retail DVD and the OS when installed to the internal target disk. 
Chameleon boot loader is a popular one  with the hackintosh community and the same of which 
iBoot by tonymacx86 is based off of. iBoot specifically enables a simple disc swap-out for the 
Mac OS X Retail DVD, and a vanilla installation. Added features for most motherboards include 
audio, network, and graphics enabled by default out of the box, without altering the Vanilla 
install.

[Reference 1]

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BIOS
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BIOS
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Advanced_Host_Controller_Interface
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Advanced_Host_Controller_Interface
http://www.intel.com/technology/serialata/ahci.htm
http://www.intel.com/technology/serialata/ahci.htm
http://www.tonymacx86.com/wiki/index.php?title=IBoot
http://www.tonymacx86.com/wiki/index.php?title=IBoot

